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INTERNATIONAL TREATY ON PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES
FOR FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
EIGHTH MEETING OF THE AD HOC OPEN-ENDED WORKING GROUP TO
ENHANCE THE FUNCTIONING OF THE MULTILATERAL SYSTEM
Rome, Italy, 10−12 October 2018
REPORT

ITEM 1.

OPENING OF THE MEETING

1.
The eighth meeting of the Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group to Enhance the
Functioning of the Multilateral System (Working Group) was opened by the Co-chairs, Mr. Hans
Hoogeveen (Netherlands) and Mr. Javad Mozafari (Iran). They welcomed Members and
stakeholders to the meeting and reported on a series of informal consultations and other activities
that they undertook in preparation for this meeting.
2.
Mr. Kent Nnadozie, Secretary of the International Treaty, welcomed the members of the
Working Group to FAO and expressed his hope that this meeting would make concrete progress
towards the enhancement of the Multilateral System.
ITEM 2.

ELECTION OF CO-CHAIRS

3.
The Working Group recalled the election of H.E. Ambassador Hans Hoogeveen
(Netherlands) by electronic means as the new Co-chair of the Working Group, following a
nomination by the European Region.
4.
The Working Group thanked the former Co-chair of the Working Group, Dr. Bert Visser,
for his valuable contributions in advancing progress in the mandate of the Working Group.
ITEM 3.

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA AND TIMETABLE

5.
The Working Group adopted its Agenda, as provided in Appendix 1. The list of
participants is provided in Appendix 4.
ITEM 4.

REVISION OF THE STANDARD MATERIAL TRANSFER AGREEMENT OF
THE MULTILATERAL SYSTEM OF ACCESS AND BENEFIT-SHARING

6.
The Working Group considered document IT/OWG-EFMLS-8/18/3, Draft Revised
Standard Material Agreement: Proposal by the Working Group.
7.
The Working Group reviewed several elements of the draft revised Standard Material
Transfer Agreement and also took into account the Co-Chairs’ proposed consolidated text for the
revised Standard Material Transfer Agreement, as requested by the Governing Body at its
Seventh Session. The updated version of the Draft Revised Standard Material Transfer
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Agreement, which incorporates changes made, is contained in Appendix 2, for further
consideration by the Working Group, at its ninth meeting.
8.
The Working Group took note of the reports from the Secretariats of the Convention on
Biological Diversity, the Commission for Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture and the
International Treaty on developments, within their respective fora, with regard to digital sequence
information. The Working Group discussed whether to reflect issues related to Digital Sequence
Information in the Draft Revised Standard Material Transfer Agreement. As there were divergent
views on the matter, the Co-chairs will seek further views in preparation for the ninth meeting.
ITEM 5.
ELABORATION OF CRITERIA AND OPTIONS FOR POSSIBLE
ADAPTATION OF THE COVERAGE OF THE MULTILATERAL SYSTEM
9.
The Working Group recalled that, in extending its mandate, the Governing Body also
requested it to elaborate criteria and options for the possible adaptation of the coverage of the
Multilateral System, taking into account, inter alia, proposals presented at the Seventh Session of
the Governing Body.
10.
There were divergent views on the possible expansion of the coverage of the Multilateral
System. While some Members expressed that an expansion is a condition sine qua non for
achieving the enhancement of the Multilateral System, others recognized that there are countries
that have reservations about the expansion of the current list of crops in Annex I of the
International Treaty.
11.
Based on the proposals made during the Governing Body session and inputs received
during the informal consultations, the Co-Chairs suggested, for consideration by the Working
Group, several amendment options as contained in section 5 of document IT/OWG-EFMLS8/18/4, Enhancement of the Functioning of the Multilateral System: Note by the Co-Chairs. The
following four options were described: (a) an “all PGRFA amendment”, (b) an “all PGRFA
amendment” with additional conditions or specifications; (c) an amendment to give the
Governing Body the capacity to add further PGRFA; (d) a partial/periodic expansion of Annex I.
Suggestions were made on possible additional conditions and specifications, for further
consideration.
12.
In preparing for the ninth meeting, the Working Group requested the Co-Chairs, with
support from the Secretariat and legal experts, to explore supportive measures to facilitate the
implementation of the possible expansion of the coverage of the Multilateral System, including
to:


propose modalities for expansion that would enable a “fast track” adoption and
implementation in as many jurisdictions as possible;



include a decision in the Resolution adopting the possible amendment to encourage the
provisional application of the expanded coverage by Contracting Parties wishing to do so
voluntarily, in order to show their commitment to the enhanced Multilateral System; and,



prepare explanatory notes that could be used for the preparation by regions and
Contracting Parties for the Eighth Session of the Governing Body. Such notes could
clarify the consequences of the Governing Body decision adopting the amendment, the
consequences of the amendment to those Contracting Parties that would ratify it and the
practical implications for the operations of the Multilateral System at national level
(which PGRFA would be covered, to which PGRFA would facilitated access be
provided, etc.). In preparing these notes, the Co-Chairs could consider using the opinions
prepared by the Ad Hoc Technical Advisory Committee on the SMTA and the
Multilateral System.

13.
At the request from one Region, the Working Group agreed to include two regional
statements in the Report of this meeting, as given Appendix 3, as received (accompanied by an
unofficial translation).
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ITEM 6.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A PROPOSAL FOR A GROWTH PLAN TO ATTAIN
THE ENHANCED MULTILATERAL SYSTEM

14.
The Working Group discussed a way forward in relation to the Growth Plan proposed by
the Co-chairs and contained in Annex 1 of Resolution 2/2017. Some Regions noted that elements
of the Growth Plan remain useful and that these could be presented in a simpler form. An
alternative to the Growth Plan was proposed, focusing on the following four steps:

15.

1.

The Governing Body would, at the same session, adopt a decision approving the
revised SMTA as well as a decision amending the coverage of the Multilateral
System;

2.

The revised SMTA would then be opened for Subscription ;

3.

Contracting Parties, based on their national processes and priorities, would
decide on the timing of ratification of the amendment;

4.

Both the revised SMTA and the amendment of Annex I of the International
Treaty would enter into force at the same time.

This proposal was discussed and divergent views were expressed.

16.
The Working Group, on the basis of this proposal, discussed that the Growth Plan could
be useful in addressing the following issues:
1.

The interlinkages between the expansion of the coverage and the realization of
benefit sharing and vice versa;

2.

Trust building measures among Contracting Parties and between Contracting
Parties and users of the Multilateral System, especially the private sector.

ITEM 7.

LIAISON WITH THE AD HOC ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE
FUNDING STRATEGY AND RESOURCE MOBILIZATION

17. Mr Alwin Kopse, Co-Chair of the Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on the Funding Strategy and
Resource Mobilization, provided a report on progress made at the Tenth meeting of the
Committee, in particular on the methodologies being developed to set the targets for the
Funding Strategy and for the Benefit-sharing Fund.
18. The Working Group welcomed the update and requested the Co-Chairs of the Working
Group to continue to regularly liaise with the Co-Chairs of the Committee.
ITEM 8. PREPARATIONS FOR THE NINTH MEETING OF THE WORKING GROUP
19.
The Working Group discussed preparations for the ninth meeting of the Working Group
and agreed that the ninth meeting of the Working Group will be 5 days long and will take place in
June 2019. In preparing for the ninth meeting, the Co-Chairs indicated that they are planning to
organize two informal consultations to prepare the revision of the SMTA, the proposal to expand
the coverage of the Multilateral System and the Growth Plan. The Working Group agreed with
the Co-Chairs’ objective to conduct a transparent and inclusive participatory process in the
preparations for and organisation of these informal meetings.
20.

Other preparatory activities will include:


Awareness raising and regular updates to all Contracting Parties and other relevant
stakeholders, in particular through briefings through the Permanent Representations to
FAO, so that they are informed and committed to the enhancement process;



Provision of an update on submissions and built-in reviews of the Multilateral System to
inform the work of the Working Group at its next meeting;
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Support from the Standing Group of Legal Experts (SGLE) to provide suggestions on
areas such as definitions and enforceability of the revised SMTA;



Provision of support by the Secretariat to carry out regional consultations, subject to the
availability of financial resources.

21.
The Co-Chairs will circulate a roadmap for the preparations for the ninth meeting of the
Working Group within three weeks, if possible, to enable members and stakeholders to make
adequate preparations.

ITEM 9.

OTHER BUSINESS

22.
The Working Group requested the Secretariat to ensure that the invitations to its next
meeting are sent to Members early enough to ensure their timely preparation.

ITEM 10.
23.

ADOPTION OF THE REPORT

The Working Group adopted the Report of its eighth meeting.
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Appendix 1

INTERNATIONAL TREATY ON PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES
FOR FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
EIGHTH MEETING OF THE AD HOC OPEN-ENDED WORKING GROUP TO
ENHANCE THE FUNCTIONING OF THE MULTILATERAL SYSTEM
Rome, Italy, 10-12 October 2018
AGENDA

1.

Opening of the meeting

2.

Election of Co-Chairs

3.

Adoption of the agenda and time table

4.

Revision of the Standard Material Transfer Agreement of the Multilateral System of Access
and Benefit-sharing

5.

Elaboration of criteria and options for possible adaptation of the coverage of the Multilateral
System

6.

Development of a proposal for a Growth Plan to attain the enhanced Multilateral System

7.

Liaison with the Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on the Funding Strategy and Resource
Mobilization

8.

Preparations for the ninth meeting of the Working Group

9.

Other business

10. Adoption of the report
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APPENDIX 2

[DRAFT REVISED STANDARD MATERIAL TRANSFER AGREEMENT:
PROPOSAL BY THE WORKING GROUP

PREAMBLE
WHEREAS
The International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (hereinafter
referred to as “the Treaty”1) was adopted by the Thirty-first session of the FAO Conference on
3 November 2001 and entered into force on 29 June 2004;
The objectives of the Treaty are the conservation and sustainable use of Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising
out of their use, in harmony with the Convention on Biological Diversity, for sustainable
agriculture and food security;
The Contracting Parties to the Treaty, in the exercise of their sovereign rights over their Plant
Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture, have established a Multilateral System both to
facilitate access to Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture and to share, in a fair
and equitable way, the benefits arising from the utilization of these resources, on a
complementary and mutually reinforcing basis;
Articles 4, 11, 12.4 and 12.5 of the Treaty are borne in mind;
The diversity of the legal systems of the Contracting Parties with respect to their national
procedural rules governing access to courts and to arbitration, and the obligations arising from
international and regional conventions applicable to these procedural rules, are recognized;
Article 12.4 of the Treaty provides that facilitated access under the Multilateral System shall be
provided pursuant to a Standard Material Transfer Agreement, and the Governing Body of the
Treaty, in its Resolution 1/2006 of 16 June 2006, adopted the Standard Material Transfer
Agreement, which in Resolution XX/2017 of XX October 2017 it decided to amend.

1Defined

terms have, for clarity, been put in bold throughout.
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ARTICLE 1 — PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
1.1
The present Material Transfer Agreement (hereinafter referred to as “this Agreement”) is
the Standard Material Transfer Agreement referred to in Article 12.4 of the Treaty.
1.2

This Agreement is:
BETWEEN: (name and address of the provider or providing institution, name of
authorized official, contact information for authorized official) (hereinafter referred to as
“the Provider”),
AND: (name and address of the recipient or recipient institution, name of authorized
official, contact information for authorized official*) (hereinafter referred to as “the
Recipient”).

1.3

The parties to this Agreement hereby agree as follows:
ARTICLE 2 — DEFINITIONS

In this Agreement the expressions set out below shall have the following meaning:
“Available without restriction”: a Product is considered to be available without restriction to
others for further research and breeding when it is available for research and breeding without any
legal or contractual obligations, or technological restrictions, that would preclude using it in the
manner specified in the Treaty.
“Genetic material” means any material of plant origin, including reproductive and vegetative
propagating material, containing functional units of heredity.
“Governing Body” means the Governing Body of the Treaty.
“Multilateral System” means the Multilateral System established under Article 10.2 of the
Treaty.
“Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture” means any genetic material of plant
origin of actual or potential value for food and agriculture.
“Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture under Development” means material
derived from the Material, and hence distinct from it, that is not yet ready for commercialization
and which the developer intends to further develop or to transfer to another person or entity for
further development. The period of development for the Plant Genetic Resources for Food and
Agriculture under Development shall be deemed to have ceased when those resources are
commercialized as a Product.

*

Insert as necessary. Not applicable for shrink-wrap and click-wrap Standard Material Transfer Agreements.

A “shrink-wrap” Standard Material Transfer Agreement is where a copy of the Standard Material Transfer Agreement
is included in the packaging of the Material, and the Recipient’s acceptance of the Material constitutes acceptance of
the terms and conditions of the Standard Material Transfer Agreement.
A “click-wrap” Standard Material Transfer Agreement is where the agreement is concluded on the internet and the
Recipient accepts the terms and conditions of the Standard Material Transfer Agreement by clicking on the appropriate
icon on the website or in the electronic version of the Standard Material Transfer Agreement, as appropriate.
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“Product” means Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture that incorporate2 the
Material or any of its genetic parts or components that are ready for commercialization,
excluding commodities and other products used for food, feed and processing.
“Sales” means the gross income resulting from the commercialization of a Product or
Products, by the Recipient, its affiliates, contractors, licensees and lessees.
“To commercialize” means to sell a Product or Products for monetary consideration on the open
market, and “commercialization” has a corresponding meaning. Commercialization shall not
include any form of transfer of Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture under
Development.
ARTICLE 3 — SUBJECT MATTER OF THE MATERIAL TRANSFER AGREEMENT
The Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture specified in Annex 1 to this
Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the “Material”) and the available related information
referred to in Article 5b and in Annex 1 are hereby transferred from the Provider to the Recipient
subject to the terms and conditions set out in this Agreement.
ARTICLE 4 — GENERAL PROVISIONS
4.1
This Agreement is entered into within the framework of the Multilateral System and
shall be implemented and interpreted in accordance with the objectives and provisions of the
Treaty.
4.2
The parties recognize that they are subject to the applicable legal measures and
procedures, that have been adopted by the Contracting Parties to the Treaty, in conformity with
the Treaty, in particular those taken in conformity with Articles 4, 12.2 and 12.5 of the Treaty.3
4.3
The parties to this Agreement agree that the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations acting on behalf of the Governing Body of the Treaty and its Multilateral
System, is the third party beneficiary under this Agreement.
4.4
The third party beneficiary has the right to request the appropriate information as required
in Articles 5e, 6.5c, 8.3, Annex 2, [OPTION 1 paragraph 5] / [OPTION 2 paragraph 3], and
Annex 3, Article 3, to this Agreement.
4.5
The rights granted to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations above
do not prevent the Provider and the Recipient from exercising their rights under this
Agreement.
ARTICLE 5 — RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE PROVIDER
The Provider undertakes that the Material is transferred in accordance with the following
provisions of the Treaty:

2

As evidenced, for example, by pedigree or notation of gene insertion.
In the case of the International Agricultural Research Centres of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural
Research (CGIAR) and other international institutions, the Agreement between the Governing Body and the CGIAR
Centres and other relevant institutions will be applicable.
3
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a) Access shall be accorded expeditiously, without the need to track individual
accessions and free of charge, or, when a fee is charged, it shall not exceed the
minimal cost involved;
b) All available passport data and, subject to applicable law, any other associated
available non-confidential descriptive information, shall be made available with the
Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture provided;
c) Access to Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture under
Development, including material being developed by farmers, shall be at the
discretion of its developer, during the period of its development;
d) Access to Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture protected by
intellectual and other property rights shall be consistent with relevant international
agreements, and with relevant national laws;
e) The Provider shall inform the Governing Body at least once every two calendar
years, or within an interval that shall be, from time to time, decided by the
Governing Body, about the Material Transfer Agreements entered into,4
either by:
Option A: Transmitting a copy of the completed Standard Material Transfer
Agreement,5
or
Option B. In the event that a copy of the Standard Material Transfer Agreement is
not transmitted,
i.

ensuring that the completed Standard Material Transfer Agreement is at
the disposal of the third party beneficiary as and when needed;

ii.

stating where the Standard Material Transfer Agreement in question is
stored, and how it may be obtained; and

iii. providing the following information:
a) The identifying symbol or number attributed to the Standard Material
Transfer Agreement by the Provider;
b) The name and address of the Provider;
c) The date on which the Provider agreed to or accepted the Standard
Material Transfer Agreement, and in the case of shrink-wrap, the date
on which the shipment was sent;

4

This information should be submitted by the Provider to:
The Secretary
International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
I-00153 Rome, Italy
Email: ITPGRFA-Secretary@FAO.org

or through EasySMTA: https://mls.planttreaty.org/itt/.
5

In the event that the copy of the completed Standard Material Transfer Agreement that is transmitted is shrink-wrap,
in accordance with Article 10, Option 2 of the SMTA the Provider shall also include information as to (a) the date on
which the shipment was sent, and (b) the name of the person to whom the shipment was sent.
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d) The name and address of the Recipient, and in the case of a shrinkwrap agreement, the name of the person to whom the shipment was
made;
e) The identification of each accession in Annex 1 to the Standard
Material Transfer Agreement, and of the crop to which it belongs.
This information shall be made available by the Governing Body to the third party
beneficiary.
ARTICLE 6 — RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE RECIPIENT

6.1
The Recipient undertakes that the Material shall be used or conserved only for the
purposes of research, breeding and training for food and agriculture. Such purposes shall not
include chemical, pharmaceutical and/or other non-food/feed industrial uses.
[6.1bis If the Recipient uses the Material for any of these prohibited uses, a lower court in the
country of origin of the Material may, on presentation of prima facie evidence of such illegal use,
award damages against the Recipient to the value of USD25 million or ten times the Recipient’s
annual turnover, whichever is higher. The Recipient agrees that it shall not oppose enforcement of
such damage by a competent court in the jurisdiction, where its main business identity is registered.]
6.2
The Recipient shall not claim any intellectual property or other rights that limit the
facilitated access to the Material provided under this Agreement, or its genetic parts or
components, in the form received from the Multilateral System.
[6.2
The Recipient shall not claim any intellectual property or other rights that limit the
facilitated access to the Material provided under this Agreement, or its genetic parts or
components, in the form received from the Multilateral System, or that limit Farmers’ Rights to
save, use, exchange and sell seed and propagating material of the provided Material.]
[6.2bis If the Recipient claims any such IP or other rights in contravention of this clause, a lower
court in the country of origin of the Material may on presentation of prima facie evidence of
such claims award damages against the Recipient to the value of USD25 million or ten times the
Recipient’s annual turnover, whichever is higher, and declare the IP or other right forfeited to the
country of origin.]
6.3
In the case that the Recipient conserves the Material supplied, the Recipient shall make
the Material, and the related information referred to in Article 5b, available to the Multilateral
System using the Standard Material Transfer Agreement.
6.4
In the case that the Recipient transfers the Material supplied under this Agreement to
another person or entity (hereinafter referred to as “the subsequent recipient”), the Recipient
shall
a) do so under the terms and conditions of the Standard Material Transfer Agreement,
through a new material transfer agreement; and
b) notify the Governing Body, in accordance with Article 5e.
On compliance with the above, the Recipient shall have no further obligations regarding the actions
of the subsequent recipient.
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6.5
In the case that the Recipient transfers a Plant Genetic Resource for Food and
Agriculture under Development to another person or entity, the Recipient shall[, until a period
of [x] years after signing of this Agreement has lapsed]:
a) do so under the terms and conditions of the Standard Material Transfer Agreement,
through a new material transfer agreement, provided that Article 5a of the Standard
Material Transfer Agreement shall not apply;
b) identify, in Annex 1 to the new material transfer agreement, the Material received
from the Multilateral System, and specify that the Plant Genetic Resources for
Food and Agriculture under Development being transferred are derived from the
Material;
c) notify the Governing Body, in accordance with Article 5e; and
d) have no further obligations regarding the actions of any subsequent recipient.
e) [The obligations in this Article 6.5 do not apply to Plant Genetic Resources for
Food and Agriculture under Development, of which the theoretical proportion of
germplasm from the Material is sufficiently low, because at least five generations of
crossing have been made.]
6.6
Entering into a material transfer agreement under paragraph 6.5 shall be without
prejudice to the right of the parties to attach additional conditions, relating to further product
development, including, as appropriate, the payment of monetary consideration.
[6.11 The Recipient, by signing this Agreement, agrees to be bound by the terms and
conditions of the Subscription System, as set out in Annex 3 of this Agreement, which
constitute and integral part of this Agreement. Any reference to this Agreement shall be
understood, where the context permits and mutatis mutandis, to also include Annex 3. ]
OR
[6.11 The Recipient may opt at the time of signing of this Agreement or at the time of
acceptance of this Agreement for the Subscription System, as set out in Annex 3 to this
Agreement, by returning the Registration Form contained in Annex 4 to this Agreement, duly
completed and signed, to the Governing Body of the Treaty, through its Secretary[, or by
signifying acceptance through EasySMTA] (“Subscription”). [If the Registration Form is not
returned to the Secretary, [or acceptance not signified through EasySMTA], within this period, the
modality of payment specified in Articles 6.7 and 6.8 will apply], unless the Recipient has already
opted for the Subscription System earlier.]
[6.11bis Should the Recipient opt for the Subscription System, the terms and conditions of the
Subscription System, as set out in Annex 3 to this Agreement, apply. In this case, Annex 3 to this
Agreement constitutes an integral part of this Agreement and any reference to this Agreement
shall be understood, where the context permits and mutatis mutandis, to also include Annex 3.]
6.11ter By opting for the Subscription System, the Recipient, as Subscriber, shall have no
payment obligations with regard to the Material received, during the term of the Subscription,
and the Product that incorporates the Material, other than the payment obligations provided for
under the Subscription System.
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[6.7 In the case that the Recipient commercializes a Product that is a Plant Genetic
Resource for Food and Agriculture and that incorporates Material as referred to in Article 3 of
this Agreement, and where such Product is not available without restriction to others for
further research and breeding, the Recipient shall pay [for a period of [x] years] a fixed
percentage of the Sales of the commercialized Product into the mechanism established by the
Governing Body for this purpose, in accordance with Annex 2 [OPTION 1] to this Agreement.
6.8 In the case that the Recipient commercializes a Product that is a Plant Genetic
Resource for Food and Agriculture and that incorporates Material as referred to in Article 3 of
this Agreement and where that Product is available without restriction to others for further
research and breeding, the Recipient shall pay [for a period of [x] years] a [lower] fixed
percentage of the Sales of the commercialized Product into the mechanism established by the
Governing Body for this purpose, in accordance with Annex 2 [OPTION 1] to this Agreement.]

OR

[[6.7

In the case that the Recipient commercializes a Product that is a Plant Genetic
Resource for Food and Agriculture and that incorporates Material as referred to in Article 3 of
this Agreement, and where such Product is not available without restriction to others for
further research and breeding, the Recipient shall pay [, for a period of 20 years,] a fixed
percentage of the Sales of the commercialized Product into the mechanism established by the
Governing Body for this purpose, in accordance with Annex 2 [OPTION 2] to this Agreement.]
[6.8
In the case that the Recipient commercializes a Product that is a Plant Genetic
Resource for Food and Agriculture and that incorporates Material as referred to in Article 3 of
this Agreement and where that Product is available without restriction to others for further
research and breeding, the Recipient is encouraged to make voluntary payments into the
mechanism established by the Governing Body for this purpose in accordance with Annex 2
[OPTION 2] to this Agreement.]]
[6.9
The Recipient shall make available to the Multilateral System, through the information
system provided for in Article 17 of the Treaty, all non-confidential information that results from
research and development carried out on the Material, and is encouraged to share through the
Multilateral System non-monetary benefits expressly identified in Article 13.2 of the Treaty
that result from such research and development. After the expiry or abandonment of the
protection period of an intellectual property right on a Product that incorporates the Material,
the Recipient is encouraged to place a sample of this Product into a collection that is part of the
Multilateral System, for research and breeding.]
6.10
A Recipient who obtains intellectual property rights on any Products developed from
the Material or its components, obtained from the Multilateral System, and assigns such
intellectual property rights to a third party, shall transfer the benefit-sharing obligations of this
Agreement to that third party.
ARTICLE 7 — APPLICABLE LAW
The applicable law shall be the General Principles of Law, including the UNIDROIT Principles
of International Commercial Contracts 2010 and as subsequently updated, the objectives and the
relevant provisions of the Treaty, and, when necessary for interpretation, the decisions of the
Governing Body.
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ARTICLE 8 — DISPUTE SETTLEMENT
8.1
Dispute settlement may be initiated by the Provider or the Recipient or the third party
beneficiary acting on behalf of the Governing Body of the Treaty and its Multilateral System.
8.2
The parties to this Agreement agree that the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, representing the Governing Body and the Multilateral System, has the right, as
a third party beneficiary, to initiate dispute settlement procedures regarding rights and obligations
of the Provider and the Recipient under this Agreement.
8.3
The third party beneficiary has the right to request that the appropriate information,
including samples as necessary, be made available by the Provider and the Recipient, regarding
their obligations in the context of this Agreement. Any information or samples so requested shall
be provided by the Provider and the Recipient, as the case may be.
8.4

Any dispute arising from this Agreement shall be resolved in the following manner:
a) Amicable dispute settlement: The parties shall attempt in good faith to resolve the dispute
by negotiation.
b) Mediation: If the dispute is not resolved by negotiation, the parties may choose mediation
through a neutral third party mediator, to be mutually agreed.
c) Arbitration: If the dispute has not been settled by negotiation or mediation, any party may
submit the dispute for arbitration under the Arbitration Rules of an international body as
agreed by the parties to the dispute. Failing such agreement, the dispute shall be finally
settled under the Rules of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce, by one
or more arbitrators appointed in accordance with the said Rules. Either party to the
dispute may, if it so chooses, appoint its arbitrator from such list of experts as the
Governing Body may establish for this purpose; both parties, or the arbitrators appointed
by them, may agree to appoint a sole arbitrator, or presiding arbitrator as the case may be,
from such list of experts. The result of such arbitration shall be binding.
ARTICLE 9 — ADDITIONAL ITEMS

Warranty
9.1
The Provider makes no warranties in this Agreement as to the safety of or title to the
Material, nor as to the accuracy or correctness of any passport or other data provided with the
Material. Neither does it make any warranties as to the quality, viability, or purity (genetic or
mechanical) of the Material being furnished. The phytosanitary condition of the Material is
warranted only as described in any attached phytosanitary certificate. The Recipient assumes full
responsibility for complying with the recipient nation’s quarantine, invasive alien species and
biosafety regulations and rules as to import or release of genetic material.
[Duration of and Termination of this Agreement]

[9.2

The Recipient may terminate this Agreement upon six months written notice to the
Governing Body through its Secretary, not less than [XX] years from the date of signing of this
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Agreement by the Provider or the Recipient, whichever date is later, or from the date of
acceptance of this Agreement by the Recipient.
[9.3
In the case that the Recipient has begun before termination to commercialize a Product,
in respect of which payment is due in accordance with Articles 6.7 and 6.8 and Annex 2 of this
Agreement, such payment shall continue while that Product is commercialized.]
[9.4
In case of termination of this Agreement, the Recipient shall no longer be allowed to
use or transfer the Material. In case the Recipient still has any Material in its possession, the
Recipient shall contact the Provider or any other designated MLS provider to effect the return or
transfer of the possession of the Material. Termination of this Agreement shall not affect the
rights and obligations of the Recipient with regard to both the Plant Genetic Resources for
Food and Agriculture under Development as well as the Products. Articles [6.1, 6.2, 6.5, 6.6,
6.7, 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10] shall therefore, even after this Agreement has been terminated, remain
applicable for an indefinite period of time, unless the specific Article itself mentions a limited
period of applicability.]
[9.4
Notwithstanding the above, Articles [6.1.][6.2][…] of this Agreement shall continue to
apply.]
[Amendments to this Agreement]
[9.5
If the Governing Body decides to amend the terms and conditions of the Standard
Material Transfer Agreement, such amendments shall only affect subsequently signed Standard
Material Transfer Agreements. This Agreement shall remain unchanged, unless the Recipient
explicitly agrees in writing with the proposed amendments.]
[9.6 This Agreement shall remain in force so long as the Treaty remains in force.]

ARTICLE 10 — SIGNATURE/ACCEPTANCE
The Provider and the Recipient may choose the method of acceptance unless either party
requires this Agreement to be signed.

Option 1 –Signature
I, (Full Name of Authorized Official), represent and warrant that I have the authority to
execute this Agreement on behalf of the Provider and acknowledge my institution’s
responsibility and obligation to abide by the provisions of this Agreement, both by letter
and in principle, in order to promote the conservation and sustainable use of Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture.
Signature.................................................

Date.................................................

Name of the Provider …………………



Where the Provider chooses signature, only the wording in Option 1 will appear in the Standard Material Transfer
Agreement. Similarly where the Provider chooses either shrink-wrap or click-wrap, only the wording in Option 2 or
Option 3, as appropriate, will appear in the Standard Material Transfer Agreement. Where the “click-wrap” form is
chosen, the Material should also be accompanied by a written copy of the Standard Material Transfer Agreement.
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I, (Full Name of Authorized Official), represent and warrant that I have the authority to
execute this Agreement on behalf of the Recipient and acknowledge my institution’s
responsibility and obligation to abide by the provisions of this Agreement, both by letter
and in principle, in order to promote the conservation and sustainable use of Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture.
Signature.................................................

Date................................................

Name of the Recipient…………………

Option 2 – Shrink-wrap Standard Material Transfer Agreements*
The Material is provided conditional on acceptance of the terms of this Agreement. The
provision of the Material by the Provider and the Recipient’s acceptance and use of the
Material constitutes acceptance of the terms of this Agreement.

Option 3 – Click-wrap Standard Material Transfer Agreement*
□

I hereby agree to the above conditions.

Where the Provider chooses signature, only the wording in Option 1 will appear in the Standard Material
Transfer Agreement. Similarly where the Provider chooses either shrink-wrap or click-wrap, only the
wording in Option 2 or Option 3, as appropriate, will appear in the Standard Material Transfer Agreement.
Where the “click-wrap” form is chosen, the Material should also be accompanied by a written copy of the
Standard Material Transfer Agreement.
*
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Annex 1

LIST OF MATERIALS PROVIDED
This Annex lists the Material and/or Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture under
Development provided under this Agreement, including the associated information referred to in
Article 5b.
The following information is included, or the source indicated from which it may be obtained, for
each Material and/or Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture under Development
listed: all available passport data and, subject to domestic, or other, relevant law, any other
associated, available, non-confidential descriptive information.
Table A
Materials:
Crop:
Accession number
or other identifier

Associated information, if available,
or source from which it may be obtained (URL)

Table B
Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture under Development:
Crop:
Accession number
or other identifier

Associated information, if available,
or source from which it may be obtained (URL)

In accordance with Article 6.5b, the following information is provided regarding the materials
received under an SMTA or which were brought into the Multilateral System by an agreement
pursuant to Article 15 of the Treaty, from which the Plant Genetic Resources for Food and
Agriculture under Development listed in Table B are derived:
Crop:
Accession number
or other identifier

Associated information, if available,
or source from which it may be obtained (URL)

IT/OWG-EFMLS-8/18/Report
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Annex 2
OPTION 1
NB: THIS OPTION RELATES TO THE FIRST ALTERNATIVE OF ARTICLES 6.7 AND
6.8 IN THE BODY OF THE SMTA

[RATE AND MODALITIES OF PAYMENT UNDER ARTICLES 6.7 AND 6.8 OF THIS
AGREEMENT
1.
If a Recipient, its affiliates, contractors, licensees, and lessees, commercializes a
Product or Products that are not available without restriction to others for further research and
breeding in accordance with Article 2 of this Agreement, then the Recipient shall pay [one pointone percent (1.1 %) of the Sales of the Product or Products less thirty percent (30%)]
2.
If a Recipient, its affiliates, contractors, licensees, and lessees, commercializes a
Product or Products that are available without restriction to others for further research and
breeding in accordance with Article 2 of this Agreement, then the Recipient shall pay [xx]
percent ([xx] %) of the Sales of the Product or Products less thirty percent (30%).
3.

No payment shall be due from the Recipient when the Product or Products:
(a) have been purchased or otherwise obtained from another person or entity who has
already made payment on the Product or Products;
(b) are sold or traded as a commodity.
[(c) {PROPOSAL BY NORTH AMERICA} consist of at least 25% of the Material or
contain a trait of commercial value that originated from the Material]

4.
Where a Product contains a Plant Genetic Resource for Food and Agriculture
accessed from the Multilateral System under two or more material transfer agreements based on
the Standard Material Transfer Agreement only one payment shall be required under paragraphs 1
and 2 above.
5.
The Recipient shall submit to the Governing Body, within sixty (60) days after closure
of accounts each year, an [audited] annual report setting forth:
(a) the Sales of the Product or Products by the Recipient, its affiliates, contractors,
licensees and lessees, for the twelve (12) month period preceding the annual closure of
accounts;
(b) the amount of the payment due; and
(c) information that allows for the identification of the applicable payment rate or
rates.
Such information shall be treated as confidential [business information], and shall be made
available to the third party beneficiary, in the context of dispute settlement, as provided for in
Article 8 of this Agreement.
6.
Payment shall be due and payable upon submission of each annual report. All payments
due to the Governing Body shall be payable in United States dollars (US$) for the following
account established by the Governing Body in accordance with Article 19.3f of the Treaty:
FAO Trust Fund (USD) GINC/INT/031/MUL,
IT-PGRFA (Benefit-sharing),
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399 Park Avenue, New York, NY, USA, 10022,
Swift/BIC: CITIUS33, ABA/Bank Code: 021000089, Account No. 36352577]
OR
OPTION 2

NB: THIS OPTION RELATES TO THE SECOND ALTERNATIVE OF ARTICLES 6.7
AND 6.8 IN THE BODY OF THE SMTA

[RATE AND MODALITIES OF PAYMENT UNDER ARTICLE 6.7 OF THIS
AGREEMENT
1.
If a Recipient, its affiliates, contractors, licensees, and lessees, commercializes a
Product or Products, then the Recipient shall pay one point-one percent (1.1 %) of the Sales of
the Product or Products less thirty percent (30%); except that no payment shall be due on any
Product or Products that:
(a) are available without restriction to others for further research and breeding in
accordance with Article 2 of this Agreement;
(b) have been purchased or otherwise obtained from another person or entity who
either has already made payment on the Product or Products or is exempt from the
obligation to make payment pursuant to subparagraph (a) above;
(c) are sold or traded as a commodity.
[d) have a theoretical proportion of germplasm from the Material which is sufficiently
low, because at least [x] generations of crossing have been made.]
2.
Where a Product contains a Plant Genetic Resource for Food and Agriculture
accessed from the Multilateral System under two or more material transfer agreements based on
the Standard Material Transfer Agreement only one payment shall be required under paragraph 1
above.
3.
The Recipient shall submit to the Governing Body, within sixty (60) days after closure
of accounts each year, an annual report setting forth:
(a) the Sales of the Product or Products by the Recipient, its affiliates, contractors,
licensees and lessees, for the twelve (12) month period preceding the annual closure of
accounts;
(b) the amount of the payment due; and
(c) information that allows for the identification of any restrictions that have given rise
to the benefit-sharing payment.
Such information shall be treated as confidential [business information], and shall be made
available to the third party beneficiary, in the context of dispute settlement, as provided for in
Article 8 of this Agreement.
4.
Payment shall be due and payable upon submission of each annual report. All payments
due to the Governing Body shall be payable in United States dollars (US$) for the following
account established by the Governing Body in accordance with Article 19.3f of the Treaty:
FAO Trust Fund (USD) GINC/INT/031/MUL,
IT-PGRFA (Benefit-sharing),
Citibank
399 Park Avenue, New York, NY, USA, 10022,
Swift/BIC: CITIUS33, ABA/Bank Code: 021000089, Account No. 36352577
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Annex 3

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE SUBSCRIPTION SYSTEM (ARTICLE 6.11)
ARTICLE 1 — SUBSCRIPTION
1.1
The Recipient, who opts for the Subscription [System] / [Option] in accordance with
Article 6.11 (hereinafter referred to as the “Subscriber”), agrees to be bound by the following
additional terms and conditions (the “Subscription Terms”).
1.2
Subscription shall take effect upon receipt by the Secretary of the duly signed
Registration Form, contained in Annex 4, or of the acceptance by the Subscriber through
EasySMTA, who will notify the Subscriber accordingly, and cover [all Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture covered by the Multilateral System][the crop mentioned
in the duly signed Registration Form].[The Subscriber shall not be required to sign Annex 4 of
any subsequent Standard Material Transfer Agreement, during the period of Subscription.]
[1.2 ALT
The Subscription shall take effect upon receipt by the Secretary of the
Governing Body of the Treaty of the duly signed Registration Form contained in Annex 4, or
upon acceptance by the Subscriber through EasySMTA. The Secretary shall notify the
Subscriber of the date of receipt. The Subscriber shall not be required to sign Annex 4 of any
subsequent Standard Material Transfer Agreement, during the period of Subscription.]
1.3
The Subscriber shall be relieved of any obligation to make payments under any
previously signed Standard Material Transfer Agreement, and only the payment obligations in
these Subscription Terms shall apply. (AGREED AD REF.)
[1.4
The Governing Body may amend the Subscription Terms at any time. Such amended
terms will not apply to the Subscriber who has agreed to the Subscription Terms, which will
continue until the Subscriber withdraws from its Subscription, or the Governing Body
terminates its Subscription, in accordance with Article 4 below.]
[1.4 ALT
The Governing Body may amend the Subscription Terms at any time. Such
amended Subscription Terms shall not apply to any existing Subscription, unless the Subscriber
notifies the Governing Body of its agreement to be subject to the amended Subscription
Terms.] [Should the Subscriber agree to the amended Subscription Terms, such agreement
shall not affect the date on which the Subscription had taken effect.]

ARTICLE 2 — REGISTER
The Subscriber agrees that its full name, contact details and the date at which Subscription took
effect, shall be placed on a public register (the “Register”), and undertakes to immediately
communicate any changes to this information to the Governing Body of the Treaty, through its
Secretary. (AGREED AD REF.)
ARTICLE 3 — MONETARY BENEFIT-SHARING
[3.1
In order to share the monetary benefits from the use of Plant Genetic Resources for
Food and Agriculture under the Treaty, the Subscriber shall make annual payments based on
the Subscriber’s sales, [technology fees] and licensing fees of/for products that are Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture belonging to the same crops that are subject to the
Subscription, and on income that the Subscriber receives from its affiliates, contractors,
licensees and lessees, in the preceding year.]
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[3.1bis The Subscriber will transfer Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture under
Development under an SMTA. The Subscriber will not have further obligations regarding the
actions of any subsequent recipient.]
3.2

The rates of payment shall be as follows, less thirty percent (30%):

[a) For [ Products and any other products] available without restriction to
others for further research and breeding: [xx] percent ];
[b) For [ Products and any other products] not available without restriction to
others for further research and breeding: [yy] percent ]
[3.1 ALT

The Subscriber shall make annual payments based on the Sales.]

[3.2 ALT

The following rates of payment shall apply to Sales:
[xx]% when the Products or products are available without restriction, and
[yy]% when the Products or products are not available without restriction.]

[3.2 ALT

The applicable rate of payment in relation to Sales shall be [zz]%.]

[3.2 BIS
At the request of the Subscriber, the higher rate of payment shall apply to Sales
without distinction.]
[3.3
Notwithstanding the above, no payment shall be required for a Subscriber in a year in
which its [declared] [Sales] [total sales and license fees referred to under Articles 3.1,] do not
exceed US$ [xxx].]
[3.3 ALT Notwithstanding the above, in a year in which its payments due on declared Sales
referred to in Article 3.1 do not exceed [US$ 1,000], the Subscriber may defer payment, in
consecutive years, until it has accumulated up to the sum of [US$ 1,000] due and payable.]
3.4
Payment shall be made within sixty (60) days after closure of accounts each [financial]
year, for the previous year. Whenever the Subscription took effect during the year, the Recipient
shall make a proportionate payment for the first year of its Subscription. (AGREED AD REF)

[3.5
The Subscriber shall submit to the Governing Body of the Treaty, through its
Secretary, within sixty (60) days after closure of accounts each [financial] year an [audited]
statement of account, including in particular the following:
a)

Information on the Sales of the products for which payment was made;

b)

Information that allows for the identification of the applicable payment rate or rates.

Such information shall be treated as confidential business information, and shall be made
available to the third party beneficiary, in the context of dispute settlement, as provided for in
Article 8 of this Agreement.]

3.6
All payments due to the Governing Body shall be payable in United States dollars (US$)
for the following account established by the Governing Body in accordance with Article 19.3f of
the Treaty: (AGREED AD REF)
FAO Trust Fund (USD) GINC/INT/031/MUL,
IT-PGRFA (Benefit-sharing),
Citibank
399 Park Avenue, New York, NY, USA, 10022,
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Swift/BIC: CITIUS33, ABA/Bank Code: 021000089, Account No. 36352577

ARTICLE 4 — [DURATION OF AND] WITHDRAWAL FROM [AND
TERMINATION OF] THE SUBSCRIPTION
4.1
The Subscription shall be in force until the Subscriber withdraws from it, or the
Governing Body terminates it as provided for in Article 4.5 below. (AGREED AD REF.)
4.2
The Subscriber may withdraw from its Subscription upon six months written notice to
the Governing Body through its Secretary, not less than 10 years from the date that the
Subscription took effect. (AGREED AD REF.)
[4.3
The monetary benefit-sharing provisions of Article 3 of these Subscription Terms shall
continue for [YY]/[two]/[five] years from the end of the Subscription. [All other conditions of
this Agreement shall continue to apply, except in so far that the monetary benefit-sharing
obligations arising from [Articles 6.7 and 6.8] of this Agreement shall not apply.] [Only Articles
6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.9 of this Agreement shall continue to apply.]

[4.4 Notwithstanding Article 4.3 of these Subscription Terms, with respect to Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture under Development, [ZZ] years from the end of the
Subscription, only Articles [6.1.][6.2][…] of this Agreement shall continue to apply.]
[4.4 ALT
With respect to Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
under Development, notwithstanding Article 4.2, only Articles 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.9 of
this Agreement shall continue to apply after [2–5] years from the date of withdrawal from
the Subscription System.]
[4.x
Withdrawal from or termination of the Subscription does not affect the validity of the
Standard Material Transfer Agreements signed during the Subscription term. These Standard
Material Transfer Agreements shall remain in full force and effect in accordance with the terms of
the Standard Material Transfer Agreement (excluding Article 6.7).]
[4.xbis In exception to Article 4.2, the Subscriber may withdraw immediately, regardless of
when the Subscription took effect, in the event of specific circumstances of the discontinuation
of its operations in the crop to which the Subscription relates, a suspension of payment, or
declared bankruptcy. Under these circumstances, the provisions of Articles 4.3 and 4.4 also do
not apply. The Standard Material Transfer Agreements signed during the Subscription term
shall be considered terminated on the same day as the Subscription. Article 9.3 of the Standard
Material Transfer Agreements will in such case apply, but without the applicability of Article 6.7
of the Standard Material Transfer Agreement.]
[4.5
The Governing Body may, at any time, terminate the Subscription for material breach
of the terms and conditions of the Subscription System. The Secretary shall inform the
Subscriber in writing of the impugned breach, and if such breach is not cured within thirty (30)
days of notice being given, shall refer the matter to the next meeting of the Governing Body.]
[NB: THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH TERMINATION WILL NEED TO BE SPECIFIED.]
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Annex 4

REGISTRATION FORM
The Recipient hereby declares to opt for the Subscription System, in accordance with Article
6.11 of this Agreement.
It is understood and expressly agreed that Recipient’s full name, contact details [, the crops to
which the Subscription applies] and the date at which Subscription took effect, shall be placed
on a public register of subscribers (the “Register”), and that any changes to this information is
communicated immediately to the Governing Body of the Treaty, through its Secretary, by the
Recipient or its authorised official.

Signature.................................................
Full name of Recipient:

Date................................................

................................................
................................................

Address:

................................................
................................................
................................................

Telephone: ................................................

Email: ................................................

Recipient’s authorised official: ................................................
................................................
Address:

................................................
................................................

Telephone: ................................................

Email: ................................................

NB: The Subscriber must also sign or accept this Agreement, as provided for in Article 10,
without which Registration is not valid.
The Subscriber may signify acceptance, either by returning a signed Registration Form to the
Governing Body, through its Secretary, at the address below, or through EasySMTA, in the case
that this Agreement was formed in EasySMTA. A signed Registration Form must be
accompanied by a copy of this Agreement.
The Secretary,
International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

]

I-00153 Rome, Italy
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Annex 1 to Appendix 2

LIST OF PROPOSALS BY WORKING GROUP MEMBERS TO REVISE THE
STANDARD MATERIAL TRANSFER AGREEMENT, NOT DISCUSSED AND
DECIDED BY THE WORKING GROUP AT ITS SIXTH MEETING

Note by the Co-Chairs: The following list assembles the remaining textual proposals for revising
the Standard Material Transfer Agreement that could not be fully discussed and decided by the
Working Group at its sixth meeting, because they were received late by the Working Group. The
proposals are presented in the sequence of the provisions in the Standard Material Transfer
Agreement to which they relate and compiled in the language they were received.

Proposal by the Africa Region on Article 2 of the revised SMTA:
The Africa Region, drawing on a proposal by farmers’ organizations, has submitted the following
proposal for additional text in Article 2 of the revised SMTA:
 [“Genetic parts or components” means the elements of which they are composed or the
genetic information that they contain.]

Proposal by the Africa Region on Article 6.1 of the revised SMTA:
The Africa Region has submitted the following proposal for an addition to Article 6.1 of the
revised SMTA:
 [If the Recipient uses the Material for any of these prohibited uses, a mediator or
arbitrator appointed in terms of Article 8 may, on presentation of prima facie evidence of
such illegal use, order the Recipient to stop such illegal use forthwith and award punitive
damages against the Recipient to the value of USD25 million or ten times the Recipient’s
annual turnover, whichever is higher. The Recipient agrees that it shall not oppose any
application for enforcement of such punitive damage made to a competent court in the
jurisdiction where its main business identity is registered.]
Proposal by the Africa Region on Article 6.2 of the revised SMTA:
The Africa Region has submitted the following proposal for an addition to Article 6.2 of the
revised SMTA:
 [If the Recipient claims any such IP or other rights in contravention of this clause, a
mediator or arbitrator appointed in terms of Article 8 may, on presentation of prima facie
evidence of such claim, order the Recipient to stop pursuing such claim forthwith, award
punitive damages against the Recipient to the value of USD25 million or ten times the
Recipient’s annual turnover, whichever is higher, and declare any granted IP or other
rights forfeited to the provider, the country of origin of the PGRFA in question or the
Third Party Beneficiary. The Recipient agrees that it shall not oppose any application for
enforcement of such punitive damage or forfeiture made to a competent court in the
jurisdiction where its main business identity is registered.]
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Proposal by the Africa Region on the alternative Article 6.2 of the revised SMTA:
The Africa Region has submitted the following proposal for an addition to the alternative version
of Article 6.2 of the revised SMTA that contains the sentence “or that limit Farmers’ Rights to
save, use, exchange and sell seed and propagating material of the provided Material”:
 [If the Recipient claims any such IP or other rights in contravention of this clause, a
mediator or arbitrator appointed in terms of Article 8 may, on presentation of prima facie
evidence of such claim, order the Recipient to stop pursuing such claim forthwith, award
punitive damages against the Recipient to the value of USD25 million or ten times the
Recipient’s annual turnover, whichever is higher, and declare any granted IP or other
rights forfeited to the provider, the country of origin of the PGRFA in question, an
appropriate Farmers’ Organisation or the Third Party Beneficiary. The Recipient agrees
that it shall not oppose any application for enforcement of such punitive damage or
forfeiture made to a competent court in the jurisdiction where its main business identity is
registered.]
Proposal by the Africa Region on Article 6.3 of the revised SMTA:
The Africa Region has submitted the following proposal for an addition to Article 6.3 of the
revised SMTA:
 [If the Recipient fails to make the Material available as agreed, a mediator or arbitrator
appointed in terms of Article 8 may, on presentation of prima facie evidence of such
failure, order the Recipient to make to Material available or pay punitive damages. The
Recipient agrees that it shall not oppose any application for enforcement of such punitive
damage or forfeiture made to a competent court in the jurisdiction where its main
business identity is registered.]
Proposal by the Africa Region on Article 6.4 of the revised SMTA:
The Africa Region has submitted the following proposal for an addition to Article 6.4 of the
revised SMTA:
 [If the Recipient transfers the Material without securing a new SMTA from the
subsequent recipient, a mediator or arbitrator appointed in terms of Article 8 may, on
presentation of prima facie evidence of such transfer, order the Recipient to secure such
new SMTA forthwith and hold the original Recipient liable for any obligations that arise
out of the subsequent recipient’s use of the Material until the new SMTA has been signed
by the subsequent recipient. The original Recipient agrees that it shall be so liable as if it
had used the Material itself under the terms of the SMTA.]
Proposal by the Africa Region on Article 6.5 of the revised SMTA:
The Africa Region has submitted the following proposal for an addition to Article 6.5 of the
revised SMTA:
 [If the Recipient transfers a Plant Genetic Resource for Food and Agriculture under
Development without securing a new SMTA from the subsequent recipient, a mediator or
arbitrator appointed in terms of Article 8 may, on presentation of prima facie evidence of
such transfer, order the Recipient to secure such new SMTA forthwith and hold the
original Recipient liable for any obligations that arise out of the subsequent recipient’s
use of the Plant Genetic Resource for Food and Agriculture under Development until the
new SMTA has been signed by the subsequent recipient. The original Recipient agrees
that it shall be so liable as if it had used the Plant Genetic Resource for Food and
Agriculture under Development itself under the terms of the SMTA.]
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Proposal by the North America Region on Articles 2 and 6.5e of the revised SMTA:
The North America Region, drawing on a proposal originally made by the Seed Industry,
submitted the following proposal for text to be added to the proposed new Article 6.5e of the
revised SMTA (added text in italics), as well as a related new definition to be included in Article
2 of the revised SMTA:
 [The obligations in this paragraph 6.5 do not apply to Plant Genetic Resource for Food
and Agriculture under Development of which the theoretical proportion of germplasm
from the Material is sufficiently low because at least 5 generations of outcrossing have
been made [, except where one or more traits of commercial value are retained therein].]
 [“Trait of Value” means any trait that confers commercial value to a Product, including
but not limited to agronomic traits, traits conferring resistance to biotic or abiotic stresses,
traits that enhance the nutritional or processing value of harvested commodities, and any
other traits used to describe a Product for the purpose of promoting its
commercialization.]
Proposal by the Africa Region on Annex 2, Article 3, of the revised SMTA:
The African Region, drawing on a proposal by farmers’ organizations, has submitted the
following proposal for additional text in Article 3 of Annex 2 of the revised SMTA:
 [c) available without restriction to others for further research and breeding or to the
realization of farmers’ rights to conserve, use, exchange or sell farm-saved seed or
propagating material.]
Proposal by the South West Pacific Region on Annex 3, Article 3.1, of the revised SMTA
and Annex 2 of the revised SMTA:
The South West Pacific Region has submitted the following proposal for an addition, to be
inserted after Article 3.1 of Annex 3 of the revised SMTA and after the equivalent text in Annex
2 of the revised SMTA
 [Where an inconsistency between this Article and Article 6.5 of the SMTA arises, Article
6.5 prevails.]
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Appendix 3
Intervenciones del GRULAC durante la 8va reunión del Grupo de Trabajo para Mejorar el
Funcionamiento del Sistema Multilateral de Distribución de Beneficios del TIRFAA
Señores Co-Presidentes, el GRULAC solicita que las siguientes intervenciones sean incluidas en el
Informe de esta reunión.

1. Excepciones al sistema de pagos por acceso a los recursos fitogenéticos para la alimentación
y la agricultura (RFAA) del sistema multilateral del Tratado.
El GRULAC está trabajando en una propuesta (submission) de excepciones al sistema de pagos
por acceso a los recursos fitogenéticos del sistema multilateral. Dichas excepciones incluirán las
instituciones públicas educativas y/o de investigación, a los pueblos originarios y la agricultura
familiar. Esperamos poder remitir la propuesta con tiempo suficiente como para que sea
considerada en la próxima reunión de este grupo de trabajo.
--------------------------------------------------------

2. Enmienda del Anexo I del Tratado.
En consideración a:
 las deliberaciones sostenidas el día de ayer (11/10/2018) por este Grupo de Trabajo y los
observadores, respecto de las interpretaciones de la cobertura del Sistema Multilateral
señalado en el Artículo 11.2 del Tratado Internacional;

la opinión y asesoramiento del Comité Asesor Técnico Legal sobre el Acuerdo
Normalizado de Transferencia de Material y el Sistema Multilateral que nos fuera
recordada por la Secretaría, la cual menciona que, el Comité tomó nota de que la expresión
“los RFAA que están bajo la administración y el control de las Partes Contratantes” abarca
tanto los RFAA en condiciones in situ como los conservados ex situ; y considerando
también,
 la opinión y asesoramiento del mencionado Comité técnico respecto del artículo 12.3 h del
Tratado que respecto del Material in situ y el Sistema Multilateral: normas para el acceso
señala:
 En muchos casos, las materiales in situ del Sistema Multilateral se encuentran en zonas
protegidas (p. ej., parques nacionales) gestionadas por otras autoridades ajenas al sector
agrícola. Por lo tanto, es fundamental que las Partes Contratantes aseguren una
coordinación adecuada entre los ministerios de agricultura y otras autoridades competentes.
Esta coordinación debería tener como objetivo eliminar los obstáculos para el acceso
facilitado de conformidad con las condiciones del Sistema Multilateral.
El GRULAC quisiera señalar que, en el caso que el Órgano Rector acordase la enmienda del Anexo
I, y que bajo cualquiera modalidad que se acuerde para dicha enmienda, ésta deberá estar referida
a los recursos fitogenéticos para la alimentación y la agricultura que estén bajo la administración y
el control de las Partes Contratantes, que sean del dominio público y que se encuentren en condición
ex situ.
Muchas gracias
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Appendix 3
[Unofficial translation]
Statements by GRULAC during the eighth meeting of the Ad Hoc Open-ended Working
Group to Enhance the Functioning of the Multilateral System
Dear Co-chairs, GRULAC requests that the following statements be included in the Report of this
meeting.

1. Exemptions from the payment system for access to plant genetic resources for food and
agriculture of the Multilateral System of the Treaty.
GRULAC is working on a proposal (submission) regarding exemptions from the payment system
for access to plant genetic resources for food and agriculture of the Multilateral System. Such
exemptions will include public educational and/or research institutions, native peoples and family
farming. We hope to be able to submit the proposal with sufficient time for it to be considered at
the next meeting of this Working Group.
------------------------------------------------------

2. Amendment of Annex I of the Treaty
Considering:


the substantive deliberations held yesterday (11 October 2018) by this Working Group and
the observers regarding the interpretations of the coverage of the Multilateral System
provided in Article 11.2 of the International Treaty,



the opinion and advice of the Technical Legal Advisory Committee on the Standard
Material Transfer Agreement and the Multilateral System, which was recalled to us by the
Secretariat and which mentions that the Committee noted that the term “PGRFA under the
management and control of Contracting Parties” covers both PGRFA under in situ
conditions and those conserved ex situ; and also considering,



the opinion and advice of the aforementioned Committee with respect to Article 12.3h of
the Treaty, which concerning In-situ Material and the Multilateral System: Standards for
Access
states:
In many cases, in situ materials in the Multilateral System are in protected areas, national
parks, etc., managed by other authorities outside the agricultural sector. It is therefore
important that Contracting Parties ensure adequate coordination between the agricultural
ministry and relevant authorities. The aim of such coordination should be to remove
impediments to facilitated access in accordance with the conditions of the Multilateral
System.

GRULAC would like to point out that, should the Governing Body agree on the amendment of
Annex I, and under any modality agreed upon for such an amendment, the amendment will have to
refer to plant genetic resources for food and agriculture that are under the management and control
of the Contracting Parties, that are in the public domain and that are found in ex situ conditions.
Thank you very much.
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Appendix 4
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
AFRICA

Mr John Wasswa MULUMBA
Curator Entebbe Botanic Gardens
National Agricultural Research Organization (NARO)
Plot 2-4 Barkeley Road
Entebbe, Uganda
Phone: +256 414320638
Fax: +256 414321070
Email: jwmulumba@yahoo.com
Ms Johanna F. N. ANDOWA
Director of Agricultural Research and Development
Ministry Of Agriculture, Water And Forestry
Windhoek, Namibia
Email: Johanna.Andowa@mawf.gov.na
franziska.andowa@gmail.com
Mr Kudzai KUSENA
Curator
Genetic Resources and Biotechnology Institute
Fifth Street Extension
PO Box CY 550
Causeway, Harare, Zimbabwe
PhD Candidate, Environment and Geographical Sciences University
of Cape Town, South Africa
Phone: +263 4 704531 - 702519 - 704531
Cell: +263 712630037
Email: kudzaikusena@yahoo.com
Mr Cheik ALASSANE FALL
Directeur de l'Unité de Production de Semences de Céréales et de
Légumineuses
Institut sénégalais de recherches agricoles (ISRA)
Dakar, Senegal
Phone: +221 765972880
Email: cheikhalassane.fall@gmail.com

ASIA

Ms Nurul HIDAYATUN
Indonesian Center for Agricultural Biotechnology and Genetic
Resources Research and Development
(ICABIOGRAD)
Jl. Ragunan 29 Pasar Minggu
Jakarta Selatan 12540, Indonesia
Phone: +021 7806202
Fax: +021 7800644
Email: nurulhi23@yahoo.com
Mr Nestor ALTOVEROS
Associate Professor
Crop Science Cluster
University of the Philippines
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College, Laguna, Philippines
Phone: +63 495760045
Fax: +63 495363438
Email: ncaltoveros@yahoo.com
Mr Lhab TSHERING
Head, Plant Genetic Resources Program
National Biodiversity Centre
Ministry of Agriculture and Forests
Thimphu, Bhutan
Phone: + 17497733
Email: lhabtsherin@gmail.com
Mr Akio YAMAMOTO
Senior Principal Researcher
International Relations Office
Department of Planning and Coordination
National Agriculture and Food Research Organization
3-1-1 Kannondai, Tsukuba
Ibaraki 305-8517, Japan
Phone: +81-29-838-7944
Email: yamaaki@affrc.go.jp

EUROPE

Mr Hans HOOGEVEEN
Permanent Representative to FAO
Permanent Representation of the Kingdom of
The Netherlands
Via Aventina, 32 - 00153 Rome
Phone: +39 06 5740306
Email: rof@minbuza.nl;
hans.hoogeveen@minbuza.nl
Mr Thomas MEIER
Biological Diversity and Biopatents
Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture
PO Box 14 02 70, D-53107
Bonn, Germany
Phone.: +49 228 99 529 4078
Email: thomas.meier@bmel.bund.de
Mr Jean LANOTTE
Adjoint
Bureau Changement climatique et biodiversité
Ministry of Agriculture and Food
75349 Paris, France
Email : jean.lanotte@agriculture.gouv.fr
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Mr Alwin KOPSE
Responsable
Secteur Affaires Internationales et Securité Alimentaire
Office fédéral de l’agriculture OFAG
Mattenhofstrasse 5
CH 3003 Berne, Switzerland
Phone: +41 31 3234445
Fax: +41 31 3222634 - 3237164
Email: alwin.kopse@blw.admin.ch
Ms Grethe Helene EVJEN
Senior Advisor
Department of Forest and Natural Resource Policy
Ministry of Agriculture and Food
Teatergata 9 (R6) (PO Box 8007 Dep)
N-0033 Oslo 1, Norway
Phone: + 47 22249311
Cell phone: +47 93287953
Email: ghe@lmd.dep.no

LATIN AMERICA AND THE
CARIBBEAN

Mr Federico CONDÓN PRIANO
Banco de Germoplasma del Instituto Nacional de Investigación
Agropecuaria (INIA)
Colonia, Uruguay
Email: fcondon@inia.org.uy
Mr William SOLANO SANCHEZ
Researcher, Genetic Resources and Biotechnology
Tropical Agricultural Research and Higher Education Ctr
Research and Development Division
CATIE Headquarters
7170 Cartago, Turrialba 30501, Costa Rica
Phone: +(506)2558-2000
Email: wsolano@catie.ac.cr
Sr. Manrique Lucio ALTAVISTA
Secretario
Dirección General de Asuntos Ambientales Ministerio de Relaciones
Exteriores y Culto
Esmeralda 1212 – Piso 14 of. 1408
1007 Buenos Aires, Argentina
Phone: +54 11 4789 7405 / 4789 7000
Email: atv@mrecic.gov.ar
Sra. Teresa AGÜERO TEARE
Encargada asuntos ambientales, recursos genéticos y bioseguridad
Oficina de Estudios y Políticas Agrarias
Ministerio de Agricultura
Teatinos 40 - Piso 8
Santiago, Chile
Phone: +56 223973039
Email: taguero@odepa.gob.cl
Mr José Francisco MONTENEGRO VALLS
Agronomist
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EMBRAPA Genetic Resources and Biotechnology/Cenargen
Parque Estação Biológica/PqEB
Cx.Postal 02372 - CEP 70770-917
Brasília, DF - Brazil
Tel: +55 61 3448 4644
Fax: +55 61 3340 3624
E-mail: jose.valls@embrapa.br

NEAR EAST

Mr Javad MOZAFARI HASHJIN
Professor, Plant Biotechnology
Tehran, Iran
Phone: +98 2612701260
Fax: +98 2612716793
Email: jmozafar@yahoo.com
Mr Ali CHEHADE
Research Engineer
Department of Plant Biotechnology
Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Libanais (IRAL)
P.O Box 287
Zahlé, Lebanon
Phone: +961 8 900037
Fax: +961 8 900077
Email: alichehade@hotmail.com

NORTH AMERICA

Mr Axel DIEDERICHSEN
Research Scientist, Curator
Plant Gene Resources of Canada
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
107 Science Place
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada S7N 0X2
Phone: +1-306-385-9465
Fax: +1 306 3859489
Email: axel.diederichsen@canada.ca
Ms Catherine KARR-COLQUE
Office of Conservation and Water (OES/ECW)
US Department of State
2201 C Street NW, Room 2657
Washington, DC 20520, USA
Phone: + 1 202.647.2255
Fax: + 1 202.736.7351
Email: Karr-ColqueCJ@state.gov

SOUTH WEST PACIFIC

Ms Anna WILLOCK
Assistant Secretary
Biotechnology, Dairy and Levies Policy
Agricultural Policy Division
Department of Agriculture and Water Resources
18 Marcus Clarke Street, Canberra ACT 2601, Australia
Phone: +61 2 6272 5780
Mobile +61 401 563 668
E-mail: anna.willock@agriculture.gov.au
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Ms Taimalietane MATATUMUA
Assistant Chief Executive Officer
Policy, Planning & Communication Division
Ministry of Agriculture & Fisheries
Government of Samoa
Samoa
Email: tai.matatumua@maf.gov.ws
tai.matatumua@gmail.com

OBSERVERS FROM STAKEHOLDER GROUPS

CIVIL SOCIETY
ORGANIZATIONS

Mr Pierre DU PLESSIS
ABS Expert
African Centre for Biodiversity (AC-BIO)
13 The Braids Road,
Emmarentia, 2195
Johannesburg, South Africa
Phone: +27 11 486 2701
Email: pierre.sadc@gmail.com
Mr Edward HAMMOND
Advisor
Third World Network
131 Jalan Macalister
Penang, Malaysia
Tel: +1 3253472829
E-mail: eh@pricklyresearch.com

FARMERS’
ORGANIZATIONS

Mr Guy KASTLER
La Via Campesina
La Sieure FR 34210
La Caunette, France
Tel: +33 603945721
E-mail: guy.kastler@wanadoo.fr

SEED INDUSTRY

Ms Anke VAN DEN HURK
Deputy Director
International Seed Federation - Plantum
Vossenburchkade 68
Gouda, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 182688668
Fax: +31 182688667
E-mail: a.vandenhurk@plantum.nl
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Mr Thomas NICKSON
International Policy Research on behalf of
International Seed Federation
America Seed Trade Association
14327 Strawbridge Ct.
Chesterfield, MO 63017, USA
Tel: +1-314-566-9365
E-mail: tenvironmental@gmail.com

CGIAR

Mr Michael HALEWOOD
CGIAR Genebanks Platform
CGIAR Research Programme on Climate Change Agriculture
and Food Security
Bioversity International
Via dei Tre Denari, 472/a
00057 Maccarese (Fiumicino)
Rome, Italy
Tel: +39 066118294
Fax: +39 0661979661
E-mail: M.Halewood@cgiar.org
Mr David ELLIS
Research Program on Conserving Biodiversity for the Future
Genetic Resources - Genebank
International Potato Center (CIP)
Apartado 1558, Lima 12, Peru
Phone: +51 1 317 5337 or +51 1 349 6017 ext 3056
Fax: +51 1 317 5326
E-mail: d.ellis@cgiar.org

OBSERVERS FROM CONTRACTING PARTIES
BRAZIL
Ms Renata NEGRELLY NOGUEIRA
Alternate Permanent Representative of Brazil to FAO, WFP
and IFAD
Permanent Representation of Brazil
Piazza Navona, 14
00186 Rome, Italy
Tel. + 39 06 68307576 / 6789353
Email: renata.negrelly@itamaraty.gov.br
EUROPEAN UNION
Mr Thomas WEBER
Policy Officer - Plant Health
Directorate General for Health and Food Safety (SANTE)
European Commission
Rue de la Loi, 2000
Brussels, Belgium
Email: Thomas.Weber@ec.europa.eu
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FRANCE
M. Frédéric MALTERRE
Adjoint au Chef du bureau
Bureau des Semences et de la Protection Intégrée des Cultures (BSPIC)
Ministère de l’Agriculture et de l’alimentation
251 rue de Vaugirard - 75732
Paris, France
Phone : +33 1 49 55 49 26
Email : frederic.malterre@agriculture.gouv.fr
Mme. Mariem OMRANI

Chargée d’études
Direction Générale de l'Alimentation (DGAL)
Bureau des Semences et de la Protection Intégrée des Cultures (BSPIC)
Ministère de l’Agriculture et de l’alimentation
251 rue de Vaugirard - 75732
Paris, France
Email : mariem.omrani@agriculture.gouv.fr
GERMANY
Ms Marliese VON DEN DRIESCH
Federal Office for Agriculture and Food (BLE)
Deichmanns Aue 29, 53179 Bonn, Germany
TEL: +49 (0)228 99 6845-3241
FAX: +49 (0)228 6845-3105
E-Mail: Marliese.vondenDriesch@ble.de
Ms Imke THORMANN
Federal Office for Agriculture and Food (BLE)
Deichmanns Aue 29, 53179 Bonn, Germany
Phone: +49 228 99 6845-3438
Fax: +49 228 6845-3105
E-Mail: Imke.Thormann@ble.de
JAPAN
Ms Ryoko MACHIDA-HIRANO
Senior Researcher
International Relations Office Department of Planning
and Coordination
National Agriculture and Food Research Oganization
2-1-2 Kannondai, Tsukuba
Organization Ibaraki, 305-8517, Japan
Phone: +81 298387467
Email: machidar676@affrc.go.jp
SPAIN
Ms Alicia FAYOS MOLTÓ
Centro Nacional de Recursos Fitogenéticos – INIA
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Email: fayos.alicia@inia.es
Ms Ana BEDMAR VILLANUEVA
Documentación y coordinación de recursos fitogenéticos
Centro Nacional de Recursos Fitogenéticos – INIA
Autovía A-II, km 36 - Finca La Canaleja
28805 Alcalá de Henares
Madrid, Spain
Phone: +34 915026668
Email: bedmar.ana@inia.es
THE NETHERLANDS
Ms Kim VAN SEETERS
Senior policy officer
European Agriculture and Fisheries
Policy and Food Security Division,
Department for Agriculture and Nature
Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality
Phone: +31 78 639 51 03
Email: k.vanseeters@minez.nl
Ms Gemma VERIJDT
Junior Professional Officer
Permanent Representation of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands to FAO
Email: gemma.verijdt@minbuza.nl
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Ms Neha LUGO
Attorney Adviser
Office of the Legal Adviser
US Department of State
E-mail: LugoNS@state.gov
URUGUAY
Mr Ernesto MESSANO
Representante Adjunto
Representación Permanente de Uruguay
Via Vittorio Veneto, 183
00187 - Roma
Tel: +39 06 482 1776 / 77
Fax: +39 06 482 3695
Email: emessano@ambasciatauruguay.it
Ms Astrid HARTMANN
Representante Alterno
Representación Permanente de Uruguay
Via Vittorio Veneto, 183
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00187 - Roma
Tel: +39 06 482 1776 / 77
Fax: +39 06 482 3695
Email: uruit@ambasciatauruguay.it
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Ms Kathryn GARFORTH
Legal and Policy Officer
Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity
413 St. Jacque Street West, Suite 800
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Phone: +1 514 2877030
Email: kathryn.garforth@cbd.int
Ms Suzanne REDFERN
Consultant
Commission on Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
FAO
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
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Ms Isabel LÓPEZ NORIEGA
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Bioversity International (CGIAR)
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00057 Maccarese, Rome, Italy
Phone: +39 06 61181
Email: i.lopez@cgiar.org
Ms Theresa A. GRESL
Senior IP Counsel
International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT)
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Phone: +52 (55) 5804 2004 ext. 2403
Cell: +52 (595) 109 6273
Email: T.Gresl@cgiar.org
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Mr Rodrigo SARA
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Policy Module of the CGIAR Genebank Platform
Bioversity International
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E-mail: R.Sara@cgiar.org
Ms Noelle ANGLIN
Program Leader - Conserving Biodiversity for the Future
Head of Genebank
International Potato Center (CIP)
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Phone: +51 1 317 5337 or +51 1 349 6017 ext 3126
Fax: +51 1 317 5326
E-mail: n.anglin@cgiar.org
Ms Isabelle CLEMENT-NISSOU
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International Agriculture Manager
International Seed Federation
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Email: h.guillot@worldseed.org
Mr Paul OLSON
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